TENSOR PRODUCTS OF POSITIVE DEFINITE QUADRATIC FORMS III

YOSHIYUKI KITAOKA
In the previous papers [2] , [3] we treated the following two questions. Let L, M f N be positive definite quadratic lattices over Z:
(i) If L, M are indecomposable, then is L®M indecomposable?
(ii) Does L (x) M ^ L <g> N imply M ^ NΊ In this paper we discuss the uniqueness of decompositions with respect to tensor products. Our aim is to prove the following two theorems. THEOREM 
Let L i9 Mi be indecomposable positive definite binary quadratic lattices with L t = L ί9 M t = M i9 m(Li)
=
is an isometry from Li on M i9 changing the suffix if necessary.
We must explain the notations and terminologies in two theorems. By a positive definite quadratic lattice we mean a lattice in a positive definite quadratic space over the rational number field Q. For any quadratic space we use the same letter Q 9 B which are the corresponding quadratic form and bilinear form (2B (x 9 
y) = Q(x + y) -Q(x) -Q(y)).
Let L be a positive definite quadratic lattice then sL denotes {2 B(x i9 yx i9 Ίji e L} and we put m(L) = min Q(x) where x runs over non-zero elements of L. SW(L) stands for {xeL; Q(x) = m(L)} 9 and L is the sub-module of L spanned by elements of 3ft(L). L is called £7-type if every element of SK(L ® M) is of the form x®y (xeL,yeM) for any positive definite quadratic lattice M. If either sL c: Z, m(L) < 6 or rank L < 42, then L is of #-type [1] . §1. In this section we define a weighted graph and prove some properties. DEFINITION Proof. Since σ is a bijection and A is a finite set, / is a bijection of A. Moreover for α, a ,g(b) ) for αeA, δei?. It is easy to see that # is an isometry from B on C, and this completes the proof. Now we assume B' ψB. We have to show that this implies a contradiction. 
THEOREM. // it follows that n = m, σ= Π?-i^< where σ t is an isometry from A t on B iy changing the suffix if necessary, then we have σ = (x)? =1 μt where μ i is an isometry from Li on M ί9 changing the suffix if necessary.
Proof. We may assume σ = Π σ ι where a t is an isometry from A t on B t . By the same letter σ t we denote a mapping from 3ft(L*) on Tt(Mi) which induces an isometry σ< from A € = $Jl(Lt)/±l on β^ = 2)ϊ(M ί )/±l. Fix any element e t in 271(1^) (i > 2). Then σ(β ® e 2 ® # * ® βj = ±<?Ί(β) ® σ 2 (e 2 ) ® -® σ n (e n ) holds for every e in WliLJ. Putting ±σ 1 (e) = then σ(e (x) e 2 ® ® β w ) = ^(e) ® <r 2 (e 2 ) (g) ® </ n (e n ) for any β in This means that μ 1 is an isometry from L λ onto Λf 1# Since Mj (x) σ 2 (e 2 ) <8> ® ^nCβ,,) is a direct summand of ® M t and [1^: LJ < oo, μ x is an isometry from L γ into M^ Similarly we get an isometry μ t from L t into M^ so that σ(β x ® ® ej = ±μi(βi) (g) (x) μ n (e n ) for e< in aK(Lί), where ± may depend on the choice of e t . Since SKίL^Z + l is connected and moreover δ = 3
® /^w(βw) are not orthogonal, ± does not depend on the choice of e t . Thus we get σ = ® μ i9 taking -μ γ if necessary. Since a is an onto-mapping, ^ is an isometry from L t on M f . This completes the proof. §3. First we discuss the case of Theorem 1. Let L be an indecomposable binary positive definite quadratic lattice with L = L, m(L) = 1. Then L has a basis {e 19 e 2 } so that Qie^ = Q(β 2 ) = 1, 0 < B^, e 2 ) < %, and moreover we have 9K(L) = {±6!, ±e 2 Proof. We may suppose α x < < a n , and assume α < α^ for any i. Then the above remark and Lemma 4 imply a' t = a t for i Φ j, and α 7 ^ a 3 for some / and so the minimal value is obviously p l9 and j < k. On the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 4 and the connectedness of A i9 it is easy to see that A x x x A k x α Λ+1 x x a n is a subset of A consisting of elements z such that there are elements z x -a, -, z r = 2 of A satisfying that the denominator of |>i,3< +1 ] is p x for i = 1, ,r -1. For a weighted graph W we make a usual graph, joining two ele- To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we need only to prove that the cardinalities of weighted graphs associated to L ί9 Mi are not 1. It follows immediately from the assumption (ii).
Let L be an indecomposable positive definite quadratic lattice, and 
eB).
Suppose that there is a mapping s x (resp. s 2 ) from A x A (resp. B x B) into {±1} so that s x (a,a) = s 2 (δ, δ) = 1 for every α in A and every δ in B, and β(e^, e^) = s^α*, aj)s 2 
